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Pronunciation is crucial to communicate with other people. As though when 
someone pronounced a word incorrectly, it could be a misunderstanding. This 
research is intended to analyze the students‟ error in pronouncing triphthong 
sounds. The objectives of this research: 1) to find out the types of error that 
pronounced by the students on English triphthong sounds and 2) to find out the 
causes of errors did by the students at the eighth semester of English Education 
Study Program UIN Raden Intan Lampung. 
 
This research applied descriptive qualitative research. 17 students of F class at the 
eighth semester of English Education Study Program UIN Raden Intan Lampung 
were taken as the sample by using purposive sampling. The data were collected 
through documentation and questionnaire. To analyze it, this research used the 
theory of James about surface structure taxonomy to describe the students‟ error 
in pronouncing triphthong sounds and the theory of Brown about causes of error 
to know the causes of error did by the students. 
 
The result of data analysis revealed that the most common error in pronouncing 
triphthong sounds was misformation with the total items was 120 or 84.51%, then 
omission with the total items was 20 or 14.9%, and the last there were addition 
with the total item was 1 or 0.70%, and misordering with the total items was 1 or 
0.70%.  Thus, the total of all errors was 142 items. There were two causes of error 
that made the students triphthong sounds incorrectly. They were interlingual 
transfer or negative influence of students‟ mother tongue, and intralingual transfer 
or incomplete the target language rules. 
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A. Background of the Problem 
On communication, humans require language for informing something. As 
we know that humans are social creature and someday they will ask for help 
from another one. Through language, humans can express their aims, ideas, 
and tell them what they feels. Sapir said that language is a purely human 
method of communicating thoughts, desires, and emotions employing system 
produced.
2
 It means that language can make people interact and easy to 
communicate. 
 
In Indonesia, English is one of subjects in the school. They are expected to 
understand and communicate well with people from other nations. Moreover, 
the students of English major, they will have choice to continue the study 
aboard or get a job out of their country. Yet, English is not their mother 
tongue and as a foreign language, the students become difficult to transfer 
their thoughts. 
 
No matter what accent is used, the most important thing is pronunciation. If 
the pronunciation unclear, the listener will not understand what is being said. 
Justified by Harris in Suryatiningsih, pronunciation is sound system that 
consists of vowels and consonants, fall and rise of the voice, stress in word or 
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sentence, and rhythm or intonation.
3
 The English learners sometimes make a 
mistake in these aspects. It gives the signal of speaker meaning to listener. 
Fall and rise of the voice to know what the real emotion or feeling of 
someone. The stress also important to know the speakers‟ meanings. 
Meanwhile, vowels and consonants also make the learners incorrect in their 
utterances. 
 
Manner of pronouncing words must be considered. Pronunciation is crucial to 
communicate with others. As though we pronounce one word incorrectly, it 
can be a misunderstanding. Pronunciation consists of stress, intonation, 
segmental features such as vowel and consonant.
4
 The English students of 
university should know about the phonetic symbols to know the 
pronunciation of correct word or correct pronunciation. They also need to be 
able to read the phonetic symbols in the dictionary or other phonetics 
dictionary provided they want to find the pronunciation of correct words in 
that dictionary. Therefore, they are expected to be able to pronounce a word, 
sentence, and paragraph in English correctly. 
 
For Indonesian, English is still used as a foreign language. It seems that they 
rarely use that language in daily communication and also limited temporal of 
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using its spoken form.
5
 Based on the researcher‟s experience during follow 
the course at English Education Study Program, many students still lack on 
pronunciation. When she was at the fifth semester, she got the phonology 
subject. At the class, she and her friends apparently made the error. Whereas, 
we already learned about pronunciation subject before. We pronounce the 
word “liar” is /lɪa(r)/, but the correct pronunciation is /laɪə(r)/. We deleted the 
triphthong sound become a single vowel and pronounced that word as the 
way we pronounced Bahasa Indonesia. Moreover at the end of lecture, only 
some students that got a good score such as A and B. Inevitably, a lot of 
students retake the phonology class because their score is insufficient. From 
this problem, the researcher became curious. Do the other students make an 
error in pronouncing English triphthong sounds? 
 
The preliminary research has been carried out with some English education 
students at the eighth semester of UIN Raden Intan Lampung before conduct 
the research. By giving five words that contain the triphthongs, the errors in 
pronouncing English words were found after doing transcribed from their 
recordings. For example, the word “mower”. The correct pronunciation is 
/„məʊə(r)/, but mostly they pronounced /mɔːwə(r)/. The second word is “liar”, 
and the correct pronunciation is /laɪə(r)/. But, mostly they pronounced /lɪa(r)/. 
Then, the word “hour”. The correct pronunciation is /„aʊə(r)/, but mostly they 
pronounced /hɔː(r)/. The fourth is “loyal”, the correct pronunciation is /„lɔɪəl/. 
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But, mostly they pronounced /„lɔɪal/. The last, the students mostly still clear 
to pronounce that word. For the word “layer”, they were pronouncing 
/„leɪə(r)/. After that, the sentences containing some of those words such as 
“mower”, “liar”, “loyal” that the most mispronounced were given. When the 
students repeated those words in a sentence, they were still the same as 
pronunciation before which is /mɔːwə(r)/, /lɪa(r)/ and /„lɔɪal/. In this case, the 
errors were assumed to be there. (see appendix 2) 
 
In fact, many English Education students in UIN Raden Intan Lampung while 
in the class, when they presented the material, speak up, question and answer 
session, most of them are still wrong in pronouncing English words. Even 
though at the first semester they had learned about pronunciation subject 
which includes how to pronounce English words correctly. 
 
The English Education students of university also taught to be English 
teachers in the future. They have to master all about English and the skills 
that exist in English. Besides books, the students definitely learn from their 
teacher. What the teacher says will be followed by students. Therefore, 
English teachers must correct in pronouncing English words. So the students 
also clear and not misinterpreted the word. 
 
Learning about English as a foreign language is hard for Indonesian because 
English is not their mother tongue. Between English and Bahasa Indonesia 
also has a different system. Bahasa Indonesia is known as a consistent 





confused when saying English words. In English, the word “good” should be 
pronounced /gʊd/ and in  a word of Bahasa Indonesia, for example “tadi” still 




Based on some reasons above, this research would search more about 
pronunciation. Sometimes, a lot of English Education students 
mispronounced. Especially if there is a triphthong sound in a word, they 
would be wrong to pronounce it, which is changed to single vowel and 
pronounced that word as the way we pronounced Bahasa Indonesia. In this 
case, the error of pronounce triphthong sounds will be analyzed. Farooq and 





The subject of this research was eighth semester students of English 
Education Study Program UIN Raden Intan Lampung in the academic year of 
2020/2021. The students at eighth semester of English Education Study 
Program UIN Raden Intan Lampung was chosen because of several reasons. 
First, this research was conducted where the researcher studies. Hence, this 
research can get more complete and specific data. Second, the subject of this 
research was eighth semester students of English Education Study Program 
UIN Raden Intan Lampung because they already learned about pronunciation 
subject at the first semester and phonology subject at the fifth semester. It 
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means that they have been studying for a long time. Based on the past 
experience of the researcher, even though we have studied English for a long 
time, error may occur when we pronounce English words. 
 
There are previous related studies which are used as references. The first 
research from Fauzi on his journal “Error Analysis of Sundanese English 
Pronunciation on Fricatives Sound”. This research was aimed to find the 
errors made by Sundanese students of English Department in the year 2013 
who already taken pronunciation class, in pronouncing fricative sounds. It 
used qualitative method, also analyzed the data through descriptive analyses 
technique. On the conclusion, error of omission and error of addition were 
found on vowels and consonants except the fricative sounds. While error of 
selection was occurred both on fricatives sound and the rest of sound. The 
researcher also found out that overgeneralization is one of causes why the 




The second previous research from Rafael entitled “Analysis on 
Pronunciation Errors Made By First Semester Students of English 
Department STKIP CBN”. In this research used descriptive qualitative 
research. Referring to the data analysis, the researcher counted that there are 
nine types of error pronunciation made by the sample. The first error was the 
sample substituted vowel /æ/ and six consonants /kj/, /tʃ/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, and /dʒ/ to 
the Indonesian sounds. The second error, it was substituted several English 
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vowels into Indonesian vowels. The third was word cognate‟s cases. The 
fourth was language interference. The fifth, samples was pronouncing the 
silent consonant /h/. The sixth error was omitting or deleting consonants 
which appeared at the end of several English words. The seventh was the 
sample pronounced /t/ the silent consonant in a “often” word. The eighth was 
adding /r/ consonant at word that does not required /r/. The last error was 
some samples seemed to generalize their pronunciation of past tense 
morpheme which is ended by /ed/ bound morpheme. Than, this research was 
founded that there were three causes of students‟ pronunciation error made. 
The first was interference errors, the second was intra lingual errors and the 




The last relevant research by Riyani and Prayogo on their journal “An 
Analysis of Pronunciation Errors Made by Indonesian Singers in Malang in 
Singing English Songs”. This research found that there were 506 
pronunciation errors out of 2,569 words or (19.69%) made by the Indonesian 
singers in singing English songs. It was explained that there were three kinds 
of pronunciation errors. First, there were 226 errors or (44.66%) in consonant 
pronunciation made by the singers. Second, it also found that there were 186 
(36.76%) vowel errors, and the last were 94 or (18.58%) diphthong errors. 
This research was expected to be able to help Indonesian singers in Malang to 
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improve their pronunciations, also to make this research as one of references 
in mastering the basic knowledge of phonology to the students and lecturers.
10
 
Due to previous researches above, the similarity between previous researches 
and this research was analyzing the error on pronunciation. On the other 
hand, the difference between previous researches above and this research is in 
this research more focus on students‟ errors in pronouncing triphthong sounds 
based on surface structure taxonomy. Therefore, the name of title is “An 
Error Analysis on Triphthong Sounds Pronounced by the Eighth 
Semester Students in English Education Study Program UIN Raden 
Intan Lampung in the Academic Year 2020/2021”. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
From the background of the problem above, the problems were determined as 
follow: 
1. The students get difficulties when they pronounced some English words. 
2. The students made error in pronouncing English words containing 
triphthong sounds, then changed into single vowel. 
3. The students have a habit in pronouncing English words consistently, same 
as their mother tongue. 
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C. Limitation of the Problem 
The validity of the findings may be affected by certain limitation. The 
researcher limited the pronunciation features only on segmental especially 
triphthongs that are mispronounced by the eighth semester students of 
English Education of UIN Raden Intan Lampung. For all triphthongs are /eɪə, 
aɪə, ɔɪə, əʊə, aʊə/. 
 
D. Formulation of the Problem 
The answer of problems above will be sought to the following questions: 
1. What are the types of error that pronounced by the students on English 
triphthong sounds? 
2. What are the causes of students‟ errors in pronouncing English triphthong 
sounds? 
 
E. Objective of the Research 
Based on the reason above, the objectives of this research are: 
1. To find out the types of error that pronounced by the students on English 
triphthong sounds. 
2. To find out the causes of errors did by the students at the eighth semester 








F. Use of the Research 
1. For the students 
a. Remind the phonology subject to the students so that they can learn 
from their errors also reduce their mispronunciation. 
b. Improve the students‟ pronunciation skills and develop an 
understanding about pronunciation. 
2. For the further researchers 
This research can be beneficial and useful as one of references for other 
researchers with similar theme in different topic. 
 
G. Scope of the Research 
1. Subject of the Research 
The subject of this research was the students at the eighth semester of 
English Education Study Program UIN Raden Intan Lampung. 
2. Object of the Research 
The object of this research was the students‟ error in pronouncing 
triphthong sounds at the eighth semester of English Education Study 
Program UIN Raden Intan Lampung. 
3. Time of the Research 
The research was conducted to the students at the eighth semester in the 







4. Place of the Research 
The place of this research was at English Education Study Program UIN 







A. Concept of Pronunciation 
The information collected through communication. Communication brings 
people closer to each other. Transferring information can be hampered due to 
inaccurate intonation, spelling, or stress. The listener will more easily to 
understand the ideas speaker is trying to convey, provided that pronunciation 
is clear or good. People who have good pronunciation will make it easier for 
themselves to communicate by understanding and using the language. Brown 
explained that English pronunciation has very important characteristics. There 
are intonation, stress, and rhythm to convey intentions. Pronouncing the 
words correctly and clearly is the most important part of communication.
11
 
Misunderstanding of communication between the speaker and the listener 
often happened. To avoid it, a good speaker must be correct and clear if 
pronouncing the English words. 
 
Commonly, the way to produce the sound or a matter of action in utterance 
trough appropriate manner is called pronunciation. It includes of standardized 
sounds made by the flow of air passing through the articulation organ. Each 
sound has a different melody, because it is produced in certain places. The 
airstream that is used in speech can invent from a different location, yet the 
lungs are the initiators. The digestive and respiratory tract the produce words 
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as the brain instructs them. As the example, tongue and air glides from the 
lungs are significant in a speech sound production. In pronunciation, the 
articulators that play a role in producing sound are larynx, windpipe, vocal 
cord, uvula, nasal cavity, and it can be seen in Figure 1.
12
 Those articulators 








Figure 1. Articulators of Sound Production 
 
In English pronunciation, the spelling of a word sometimes does not really 
tell how to pronounce it. Thus, the cornerstone of learning English is 
pronunciation. According to Carrel and Tiffany, pronunciation is the sound 
choices used in forming words. Study pronunciation is crucial since we 
produce the words then reflect its meaning. The different manner in 
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pronouncing English sounds will cause a different meaning.
13
 As stated by 
Fachrurrazy in Suryatiningsih, pronunciation provides the study of sounds 
that consist of intonation, rhythm, stress, and syllable. The definition of 
pronunciation also to produce the sounds or as the way of sounds. The 
speaker needs to master in pronouncing the English sounds so that the listener 
does not misunderstanding.
14
 Hence, the listeners can understand what the 
speaker says. Justified by Crystal, pronunciation has two important points of 




Phonetic is the knowledge of the human manner in deliver, accept, and 
produce speech sounds. It has three main branches, 
1) Articulatory phonetic is the knowledge of how vocal organs make 
speech sounds. 
2) Acoustic phonetic is the knowledge of physical nature of speech. 




Phonology is one of linguistic branches which study about the sound 
system of language. Different from phonetic that discuss about all the 
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human vocal, phonology only distinguish the sound which produces the 
different meaning of language. When we are being a good listener, we will 
hear the differences about how people speak with their own way. 
 
Referring to explanation above, it can be concluded that pronunciation is the 
sound production in forming a word or sentence. Good communication occurs 
between the speaker and the listener provided that their pronunciation can be 
understood by each other. There are two important points in pronunciation. 
The first is phonology which organizes the human way in deliver, accept, and 
produce speech sounds. Then, the second is phonology that study about the 
sound system of language. 
 
B. The Elements of Pronunciation 
Pronunciation also has the main features: segmental features include 
phoneme, and suprasegmental features that consist of intonation, stress and 
connected speech. 
1. Segmental Features 
Each individual has the difference within producing the sounds. Different 
sound in language is called segmental features or phonemes.
16
 Roach 
divided into two categories of phonemes: vowels (English short vowels, 
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Vowels are the sound production using the lips and the tongue when 
airstream out and modify the shapes of mouth. It can be located at the 
beginning of word, middle, and end. Vowels are divided accord lip 
shapes or lip positions, including: 
1) Rounded, where the lips are pushed forward as [u] sound. 
2) Spread, as the people make a smile and the lip corners moved away 
in different direction as [i] sound. 
3) Neutral, where the lips do not look fused or spread. As English 
people said [r]. 
 
Figure 2. Lip Positions 
Using that principles above, there are some of English vowels: 
1) English short vowels 
English has a large number of vowel sounds, the first one to be 
approved are short vowels. The symbols of short vowels are /ɪ, e, æ, 








2) English long vowels 
English long vowels are longer than short vowels. These has 
different symbols from short vowels, the symbols are /iː, ɜː, ɑː, ɔː, 
uː/. 
3) Diphthongs 
Diphthongs are a movement of sounds from single vowel to another 
single vowel. The total of diphthong sounds is eight; /ɪə, eə, ʊə, eʊ, 
aʊ, eɪ, aɪ, ɔɪ/. 
4) Triphthongs 
Triphthongs are one of vowel types which has the most complex 
sounds. Those consist of three vowel sounds that glide together. 
They can be rarely pronounced, and really difficult to recognize. 
These symbols are /eɪə, aɪə, ɔɪə, eʊə, aʊə/. 
b. Consonants 
Consonants are classed as different ways of articulation. There are 24 
kinds of consonants such as: /p, m, w, b, f, v, θ, ð, t, s, n, l, d, z, ʃ, tʃ, r, 




2. Suprasegmental Features 
Based on the name, these features are speech features that generally adjust 
to groups of phonemes. The important features of suprasegmental in 












Intonation discussed about the manner of voice in pitch that when the 
speaker is speaking, it becomes going up and down. It is sensitive 
aspect of English, yet the people mostly do not realize. We have the 





Every sentence has the syllable which can identify, and there is one 
syllable in a word which will sound louder than other words. The 
syllable which has louder sound called stress syllable.
21
 
c. Connected Speech 
In normal conversation and utterance, connected speech sometimes 





In accordance to Gut‟s theory that triphthong is a thread of three vowels. It 
made by three vowel sounds in one syllable.
23
 Another definition from Wells, 
triphthong is constituted a single vowel unit. There are two kinds of 
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triphthong. The first, it shaped by closing diphthong ending with /ɪ/ and 




Roach defined that triphthong is a glide or movement from one vowel to a 
second vowel and then to a third, all produced quickly and without 
interruption. It means that triphthong is the three vowels that glide together. 
He added that the most complex vowel sound in English is triphthong. It can 
be slightly difficult to pronounce and really difficult to recognize. 
Triphthongs are composed of five closing diphthongs (ending ɪ or ending ʊ) 
with schwa /ə/ vowel added on the end.
25
 They will be gotten: 
a. Triphthong /eɪə/, shaped by [eɪ] + [ə]. 
b. Triphthong /aɪə/, shaped by [aɪ] + [ə]. 
c. Triphthong /ɔɪə/, shaped by [ɔɪ] + [ə]. 
d. Triphthong /əʊə/, shaped by [əʊ] + [ə]. 
e. Triphthong /aʊə/, shaped by [aʊ] + [ə]. 
 
For foreign learners, the major cause of difficulty is that in English the extent 
of the vowel glide is very little except in very careful pronunciation. Because 
of this, the middle of three vowels of the triphthong (the ɪ or ʊ part) can 
barely be heard and the sound of resulting is difficult to distinguish from 
several of long vowels and diphthongs. For example, the word „hour‟ begins 
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with a short vowel similar to /ɑː/ long vowel, goes on to a movement towards 
the end close rounded area or /ʊ/, then endes with /ə/ schwa. 
 
There is also the difficulty of whether the triphthong is felt to contain only 
one syllable or two syllables. The words such as “hour” /aʊə/ or “fire” /faɪə/ 
are felt to consist only of one syllable, whereas “slower” /slaʊə/ or “player” 
/pleɪə/ are more likely to hear as two syllables.
26
 Here is the diagram to make 
it easier to remember: 
     TRIPHTHONG 
 
            closing 
 
      ending in ɪ    ending in ʊ 
 
   eɪə     aɪə     ɔɪə                   əʊə    aʊə 
Figure 3. Triphthongs 
From diagram above, the triphthong has closing diphthong that ending with 
/ɪ/ or ending with /ʊ/. Therefore, to help identify the triphthongs, several 
example words are given below: 
eɪə “layer”, “player”    əʊə “mower”, “lower” 
aɪə “fire”, “liar”    aʊə “hour”, “power” 
ɔɪə “royal”, “loyal” 
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Thus, it showed that triphthong is a combination of three vowel sounds that 
glide together in one syllable and ending with ə schwa. It is divided into five: 
/eɪə, aɪə, ɔɪə, əʊə, aʊə/. 
 
D. Concept of Error Analysis 
1. Definiton of Error Analysis 
In learning process, the learners will always produce error in spoken or 
written form. Moreover, target language and language learner have the 
different system. Crystal elaborated that error analysis is a technique to 
identify, classify, and systematically interpret the unacceptable forms 
produced by someone who is learning a foreign language, using one of 
principles and procedures provided by linguistics.
27
 In addition, Corder 
said that error analysis is a kind of comparative linguistic study, which 
comparing an interlanguage of the learner at a particular point in the time 





Collocated with Brown‟s theory, errors can be observed, classified, and 
analyzed to reveal something from the system that operates in the learner 
causing a surge in learner error studies, called error analysis.
29
 By the 
explanations above, it can be said that error analysis is a linguistic system 
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for identifying, classifying, and analyzing the wrong competence of the 
learners in learning a foreign language. 
 
2. Distinction between Error and Mistake 
In error analysis, understand about the distinction between error and 
mistake is very necessary. The theory provided by Erdogan, an error arises 
when the learners always use the wrong form and they are unable to 
correct their own faulty utterance.
30
 It means the foreign language learners 
who make error are accustomed to say the wrong word or write something 
wrong, either consciously or unconsciously. Linked to James statement, 
the clearest classification of deviance usually takes place in tongue, or 
even fingers people on the keyboard. It can be implicit or explicit.
31
 In 
another explanation from Brown, error is real deviation from grammar of 




By contrast with error which occurs when deviation arises as a 
consequence of lack in knowledge, mistake occurs when slip of tongue 
already known by mistake maker. Corder stated that mistake is deviations 
due to some factors of performance such as pronunciation, spelling, 
memory limitation, emotional exhaustion, physical stress such as fatigue, 
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physiological condition such as strong emotions, whereas error is 




Derived from definition above, really important to distinguish error and 
mistake to analyze the foreign language learners in exact perspective, 
because between them are different. Error arises from structure of learners 
since they have not fully mastered the rules of second language that they 
learned. Meanwhile, mistake occurs when slip of tongue already known by 
mistake maker. 
 
E. Types of Error Taxonomy 
James divided some types of error taxonomy become four classifications: 
linguistic category classification, the surface structure taxonomy, comparative 
taxonomy, and communicative effect taxonomy. But he is only concerned 




1. Linguistic Category Classification 
Linguistic category carries out error specifications in linguistic terms, 
where the error is located in the overall system of the target language 
based on linguistic item which is influenced by the error. First, it 
designates on which component of language that error is located. The 
components include phonology (pronunciation), grammar, graphology, 
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text, lexis or discourse. On the other hand, there is the specification of the 
linguistic categories. For example in grammar, the error can be located in 
verb, noun, adjective, preposition, adverb, conjunction, etc. 
 
2. Surface Structure Taxonomy 
Surface structure taxonomy is a system of classification depend on 
manners in which the learner‟s error is different from the expected target 





In this research, surface structure taxonomy was used. Then, the errors were 
classified into omission, addition, misformation, and misordering. 
 
F. Surface Structure Taxonomy 
James argued that the version of learners‟ erroneous is different from the 
version of predicted target. This taxonomy in terms of „the mode substitute 
structures are changed‟. The learners can omit items that are needed or added 
items that are not necessary, they can misform the items or distort the correct 
form. Four types of surface strategy taxonomy namely omission, addition, 
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The learner can be said to make error of omission when she or he leaves 
out a necessary item that must appear in a good performing utterance. Like 
the example in a word or morpheme which is divided into two: content 
word (e.g. verb, adverb, noun, adjective) and grammatical word as well as 
verb inflection and noun (-s, -ing, -ed), the article (the, a, an), verb 
auxiliaries (am, is, are, can, must, will etc), preposition (in, at, on, etc). 
More advanced learners tend to be aware of their ignorance of content 
words, and rather than omit one, they resort to compensatory strategies. It 
tends to affect function words rather than content words at least in the 
early stages such as in He‟ll pass his exam and I‟ll too. 
2. Addition 
Addition, that are the opposite of omission, are indicated by the presence 
of an item that should not have appeared in a good performing utterance. 
In general, it takes place in a learner‟s second language acquisition. Simple 
addition, double tagging and regularization are the types of addition errors 
that have been inspected in the utterance of both mother tongue and second 
language learner. 
3. Misformation 
Misformation errors are defined as the use of wrong form of a morpheme 
or structure. It consists of three types such as archiform (the selection of 
one part of a class to represent the others in the class), regularization (the 





regularization as a overinclusion subtype), alternating forms (fairly free 
alternation of various class members from one another). 
4. Misordering 
Misordering, are the error which indicated by the misplacing morpheme in 
utterance. They appear systematically for both mother tongue and second 
language learning in acquired constructs. An example for misordering: He 




G. Causes of Error 
Error occurs by some causes. Arranged by Ellis in Muflihah, causes of error 
are divided into three major causes. 
1. Interference errors, take palace as a result of using elements from one 
language while speaking target language. 
2. Interlingual errors, reflect the characteristics of rule learning like 
incomplete application of rules, faulty generalization, and abortive attempt 
to learn the conditions under which rules still apply. 
3. Developmental errors, occur when the learner tries to build up hypotheses 




In relevance with Brown‟s theory that some causes may influence the error 
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1. Interlingual Transfer 
The first stage of learning a foreign language is characterized by many 
transfers in foreign language from the first language. The negative 
influence of learners‟ mother tongue can be the error. 
2. Intralingual Transfer 
Intralingual refers to the negative transfer within target language such as 
overgeneralization, and the target language rules do not complete yet. 
3. Context of Learning 
Context of learning occurs as the social situation, in the case of classroom 
with its material and its teacher, or untutored target language learning. In 
the classroom context, the textbook or the teacher can influence the learner 
to make incorrect generalization about language. 
4. Communication Strategy 
Communication strategy is the conscious of verbal or nonverbal 
mechanisms to communicate the minds when forms of linguistic are not 
available to the learners. The learners have a problem in saying what they 
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Another explanations from Harmer, he distinguished two causes of errors as 
follow: 
1. L1 Interference 
The learners who learn English as a foreign language surely have the 
mother tongue, and using that language everyday for communication. 
During learning English, there is often confusion that triggers errors. This 
can cause different sounds, or different grammar between first language 
and foreign language because they have different system. 
2. Developmental Errors 
Humans have language acquisition as a cognitive achievement. 
Developmental errors occur when the children are learning language first. 
Errors are the phenomenon of child language development and which is 




Based on the theories above, it can be assumed that error occurs by some 
causes. The most common causes of error are interlingual and intralingual. 
Interlingual occurs when the learners pronounced the English words like their 
mother tongue or first language. Whereas, intralingual occurs when the 
learners do not apply the target language rules and faulty generalization. 
 
H. Relevance Studies 
The first previous research from Fauzi on his journal “Error Analysis of 
Sundanese English Pronunciation on Fricatives Sound”. This research was 
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aimed to find the errors made by Sundanese students of English Department 
in the year 2013 who already taken pronunciation class, in pronouncing 
fricative sounds. It used qualitative method, also analyzed the data through 
descriptive analyses technique. On the conclusion, error of omission and error 
of addition were found on vowels and consonants except the fricative sounds. 
While error of selection was occurred both on fricatives sound and the rest of 
sound. The researcher also found out that overgeneralization is one of causes 
why the Sundanese students made errors in their pronunciation.
42
 The 
differences between previous research and this research are this research 
analyzed the error on triphthong sounds in eighth semester of English 
Education Study Program UIN Raden Intan Lampung. Meanwhile, that 
previous research has been analyzed the error on fricatives sound of 
sundanese students of English Department. 
 
The second previous research is from Rafael entitled “Analysis on 
Pronunciation Errors Made By First Semester Students of English 
Department STKIP CBN”. In this research used descriptive qualitative 
research. Referring to the data analysis, the researcher counted that there are 
nine types of error pronunciation made by the sample. The first error was the 
sample substituted vowel /æ/ and six consonants /kj/, /tʃ/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, and /dʒ/ to 
the Indonesian sounds. The second error, it was substituted several English 
vowels into Indonesian vowels. The third was word cognate‟s cases. The 
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fourth was language interference. The fifth, samples was pronouncing the 
silent consonant /h/. The sixth error was omitting or deleting consonants 
which appeared at the end of several English words. The seventh was the 
sample pronounced /t/ the silent consonant in a “often” word. The eighth was 
adding /r/ consonant at word that does not required /r/. The last error was 
some samples seemed to generalize their pronunciation of past tense 
morpheme which is ended by /ed/ bound morpheme. Than, this research was 
founded that there were three causes of students‟ pronunciation error made. 
The first was interference errors, the second was intra lingual errors and the 
last was developmental error.
43
 The differences between previous research 
and this research are in phoneme, in the previous research analyzed the error 
on all the phonemes and this research focus analyzed the error on triphthong 
sounds. 
 
The last previous research from by Riyani and Prayogo on their journal “An 
Analysis of Pronunciation Errors Made by Indonesian Singers in Malang in 
Singing English Songs”. This research found that there were 506 
pronunciation errors out of 2,569 words or (19.69%) made by the Indonesian 
singers in singing English songs. It was explained that there were three kinds 
of pronunciation errors. First, there were 226 errors or (44.66%) in consonant 
pronunciation made by the singers. Second, it also found that there were 186 
(36.76%) vowel errors, and the last were 94 or (18.58%) diphthong errors. 
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This research was expected to be able to help Indonesian singers in Malang to 
improve their pronunciations, also to make this research as one of references 
in mastering the basic knowledge of phonology to the students and lecturers.
44
 
The differences between previous research and this research are this research 
analyzed the errors on triphthong sounds. While that previous research was 
analyzed pronunciation errors of the Indonesian singers in Malang in singing 
English songs. 
 
From the explanations above, there are several differences in the previous 
research with this research. In the first previous research by Fauzi, he 
analyzed the error on fricatives sound by sundanese students. In the second 
previous research by Rafael, he analyzed pronunciation error made by first 
semester students of English Department STKIP CBN. In the third previous 
research by Riyani and Prayogo, they analyzed pronunciation errors of the 
Indonesian singers in Malang in singing English songs. Whereas in this 
research, the researcher analyzed the errors on triphthong sounds pronounced 
by the eighth semester of English Education Study Program UIN Raden Intan 
Lampung.  
 
I. Conceptual Framework 
Nowadays, English has been a significant foreign language in Indonesia. 
English language is a foreign language which is learned as a compulsory 
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subject at schools. It is the language that is recognized as the most widely 
spoken language in the world. Hence from it, learning English becomes a 
necessity for everyone who realized the importance of language. 
 
Learning a foreign language is different from learning a mother tongue. The 
students are supposed to master in communication using English language. 
Moreover, the students of English major in a university who are learning 
English for a long time. But in fact, they may have a problem in using it 
because English is not considered as a first language. Between English 
language and Bahasa Indonesia each has a different way of producing its 
language either speaking or writing. In Bahasa Indonesia, there is no 
difference between writing and pronouncing words. While in English, 
between writing and pronunciation has a difference. Thus, Indonesian 
students may make an error in producing English word. Errors are possible to 
occur in process of learning a foreign language. Those reasons might be the 
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